Quantitative Phosphoproteomic Analysis of T Cell Receptor Signaling in Diabetes Prone and Resistant Mice
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Type 1 diabetes, in human patients and NOD mice, results from an immune attack on insulin-producing beta-cells of the pancreas by autoreactive T lymphocytes. In NOD mice, genetically controlled perturbations in the signaling pathways downstream of the antigen-specific T cell receptor (TCR) may be instrumental in the altered responses of T cells, manifest as inefficient induction of apoptosis after recognition of self-antigens in the thymus or as perturbed reactivity of mature T cells in peripheral organs. To map this signaling difference(s), we have used mass spectrometry-based quantitative phosphoproteomics to compare the activation of primary CD4+ T cells of diabetes-prone NOD and -resistant B6.H2g7 mice. Immunoprecipitation and IMAC purification of tyrosine-phosphorylated peptides, combined with a stable-isotope iTRAQ labeling, enabled us to identify and quantify over 77 phosphorylation events in 54 different proteins downstream of TCR stimulation of primary CD4+ T cells. This analysis showed a generally higher level of phosphotyrosine in activated NOD cells, as well as several phosphorylation sites that appeared to be differentially regulated in these two strains (involving TXK, CD5, PAG1, and ZAP-70). These data highlight the differences in signaling between CD4+ T cell compartments of NOD and B6g7 mice and may underlie the dysregulation of T cells in NOD mice.
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Introduction

Type-1 diabetes (T1D) is an organ-specific autoimmune disease in which inflammatory cell invasion of the pancreatic islets promotes destruction of the insulin-producing beta cells. The nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse strain has been used as an important animal model for the study of this disease. In NOD mice, diabetes develops spontaneously, sharing several critical features with the human disorder. As in man, the course of pathology in NOD animals is progressive and diabetes in these animals is primarily T lymphocyte-mediated, although other cell-types such as B cells or macrophages may also play an important role. The genetic determinism of T1D also substantiates the central role of T lymphocytes: the major susceptibility factor maps to the molecules of the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC), which control the presentation of antigens and the activation of T lymphocytes via their antigen receptor (TCR); other susceptibility loci influence their phenotypic differentiation and effector functions.

Although the progression of T1D certainly involves defects in immunoregulatory pathways, such as the control by FoxP3+ Treg cells, several lines of evidence have implied that central tolerance pathways that delete maturing T lymphocytes with reactivity to self-antigens may be defective in NOD mice. Abnormal clonal deletion of NOD thymocytes was documented after engagement of TCRs by systemic injection of an anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody, a result that was confirmed in a more physiological setting by crossing of a TCR transgenic mouse line with a second line expressing cognate neo-self-Ag in the thymus. This abnormality proved to be thymocyte-intrinsic, denoting an inappropriate response of the immature thymocytes. Interestingly, it has been proposed that human diabetes patients may have inefficient clonal deletion of thymocytes reactive to insulin, thought to be an important diabetogenic autoantigen. In addition, this defective tolerance induction in the thymus of NOD mice is also accompanied by perturbations in alternative pathways of thymic differentiation.

The activation of a T cell is initiated by the recognition via the TCR of the complex formed by a peptide bound to a MHC molecule. Thus, a defect in thymic tolerance pathways could be ascribed to perturbations in the signaling pathways downstream of the TCR. Indeed, there is documented evidence that T cells in NOD mice have unusual responses to TCR triggers. Most recently, our group showed that naive T cells from NOD mice are over-reactive after activation by antiCD3/28. Thus, there is reason to believe that an important element in the
pathogenesis of T1D is a genetically determined defect in signal transduction from the TCR, which results in defective induction of self-tolerance as well as lymphocyte over-reactivity.

Signaling via TCR results in the activation of a number of signaling cascades. Upon TCR activation, CD4 binds to the MHC molecule, resulting in the proximity of LCK that leads to the phosphorylation of the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) on the CD3ζ, followed by recruitment and phosphorylation of ZAP-70. This complex phosphorylates tyrosine residues within two key adapter molecules LAT and SLP-76, forming the base of a platform for the recruitment of other signaling molecules which drive the assembly of the calcium initiation complex, cell proliferation, differentiation and immunological response. ZAP-70 can also phosphorylate PLCγ, which activates PKC, leading to NF-κB transactivation, and calcium-dependent pathways. These activities result in transport of NF-AT into the nucleus, where its transcription activation is critical for the development and function of the immune system.

How genetic variation might influence the efficacy of these phosphorylation events during signal transduction in T lymphocytes, directly or indirectly, is thus of great importance to understand the susceptibility to autoimmune deviation. Studying the effect of the genetic variation presents several daunting technical challenges, however. First, it is necessary to use primary cells, rather than the more facile cell lines adapted to tissue culture, which are easy to grow in large numbers but present with inevitable phenotypic drift during culture. Second, it is necessary to obtain as broad as possible a perspective on the different signaling cascades. As is often the case, a slight change in a particular phosphorylation site may suffice to bias the outcome of TCR activation, and precise quantification is required.

The challenge of identifying and quantifying protein phosphorylation sites that regulate cellular signal transduction has been recognized for many years. Mass spectrometry allied with stable isotope labeling of peptides has been successfully applied to characterize the dynamic nature of signal transduction. Compared to Western blots with phosphorylation-specific antibodies, mass spectrometry offers a much greater dynamic range, more precise quantification, and the ability to quantify many phosphorylation events on multiple proteins simultaneously, in an unbiased manner. To analyze tyrosine phosphorylation events during signal transduction in T lymphocytes, directly or indirectly, is thus of great importance to understand the susceptibility to autoimmune deviation.

Experimental Procedures

Mice, Cell Preparation and Activation. NOD/LtJ DOI (NOD) and B6.H2β2 mice were bred under specific pathogen free (SPF) conditions at the Joslin Diabetes Center (IACUC protocol 99–20). CD4+ T cells were isolated from cell suspensions from subcutaneous lymph nodes (cervical, inguinal, axillary, brachial, lumbar, and sciatic) of NOD and B6g7 females (5 weeks of age) by negative magnetic selection (using MACS beads coated with anti-CD8a, anti-B220, anti-CD49b, anti-CD11b and anti-Ter-119; CD4+ T cell isolation kit, Miltenyi), in addition to depletion of preactivated cells (anti-CD25 and anti-CD69). Purity was confirmed by flow cytometry and CD4+ T cells used in these experiments were regularly >97%. Purified cells were aliquoted at 2.5 × 106 cells/condition for mass spectrometry analysis.

Sample Preparation and Peptide Immunoprecipitation. Cell lysates were proteolyzed and iTRAQ stable-isotope labeled as described. Briefly, samples were reduced with 10 mM DTT for 1 h at 56 °C and alkylated with 55 mM iodoacetamide for 1 h at room temperature. Samples were digested with 40 μg of trypsin (Promega) overnight at room temperature and desalted with C18 Sep-Pak Plus Cartridges (Waters). iTRAQ (Applied Biosystems) labeling was performed according to the manufacturer’s directions. Samples labeled with four different isotopic iTRAQ reagents were combined, concentrated to 10 μL and then dissolved in 200 μL of IP buffer (100 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, and 1% Nonidet P-40, pH 7.4) and 200 μL of water to a final volume of 400 μL. The mixed sample was incubated with 4 μg of immobilized antiphosphotyrosine pY100 antibody (Cell Signaling Technologies) for 8 h at 4 °C. Protein G agarose beads slurry (20 μL, IP04, Calbiochem) were added to the mixture and incubated overnight at 4 °C. Beads were washed three times with rinse buffer (100 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) and retained peptides were eluted from antibody with 70 μL of elution buffer (100 mM glycine pH 2.5) for 1 h at room temperature.

IMAC Phosphopeptide Purification and LC–MS/MS Analysis. Immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) was performed to enrich for phosphorylated peptides and remove nonspecifically retained nonphosphorylated peptides.
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IMAC capillary columns were constructed as described. Briefly, 100 μm i.d. fused-silica column was packed with POROS 20 MC and activated with 100 mM of NaCl. Sample was added at a flow rate of 1 μL/min, washed with 250 μL (20 min, 12.5 μL/min) of a solution containing 100 mM NaCl (Sigma) in acetonitrile (Mallinckrodt), deionized water, and glacial acetic acid (25:74:1, v/v/v). Organic buffer was removed by rinsing the column with 250 μL of 0.1% acetic acid. Peptides retained on the IMAC column were eluted with 50 μL of 250 mM sodium phosphate (pH 8.0) to a reverse-phase (C18) precolumn (100 μm i.d., packed with 10 cm of 10 μm C18 ODS-A beads (Kamematsu)). Following elution, the precolumn was attached to the HPLC (Agilent) and rinsed with solvent A (H2O/MeOH/HAc, 99:1 (v/v)) for 10 min at 10 μL/min to remove phosphate salt. After rinsing, the precolumn was attached to an analytical column (30 μm i.d. fused silica capillary packed with 10 cm of 5 μm C18 beads (Millipore)) with an integrated electrospray tip with ~1 μm i.d. orifice. Peptides were eluted using a 100-min gradient with solvent A (H2O/MeOH/HAc, 99:1 (v/v)) and B (H2O/MeCN/HAc, 29:70:1 (v/v/v)): 10 min from 0 to 15% B, 75 min from 15 to 40% B, and 15 min from 40 to 70% B. Eluted peptides were directly electrosprayed into a QqTOF mass spectrometer (QSTAR XL Pro; Applied Biosystems) operated in information-dependent acquisition mode: MS/MS spectra of the five most intense peaks with two to five charges in the MS scan were automatically acquired with previously selected peaks excluded for 40 s.

MS/MS spectra were searched against a rodent (mouse and rat) protein database (NCBI) by using ProQuant (v1.1 Applied Biosystems) and MASCOT (v2.2 Matrix Science) with trypsin as enzyme and allowing up to 3 missed cleavages. Oxidation of M and phosphorylation of S, T, Y were included as variable modifications, while carbamidomethylation of cysteine and N-terminal were included as fixed modifications. Mass tolerance was set to 2.2 atomic mass units for fragment ions. Peptide sequence validation was further confirmed manually for each of the identified peptides (e.g., those with MASCOT and ProQuant scores greater than 20) by checking the raw MS/MS data for possible mixed cleavages. Identification of the phosphorylation site was confirmed manually for each of the identified peptides. Phosphopeptide quantification was determined via cross-linking of bound anti-CD3 antibody, which allows a virtually synchronous activation of all cells in the sample, and a short readout time (5 min), a time at which early steps of the signaling cascades are optimally activated. This experimental strategy resulted in four samples (baseline and activated for NOD and B6g7 cells). Control samples were treated in the same manner, but without antiCD3 antibody. Stable isotope (iTRAQ) labeling of cell lysates was used to compare these four samples in the same LC–MS/MS run analysis, schematically represented in Figure 1. One major challenge in this analysis was the limited sample size (~2 × 10^7 cells, corresponding to ~400 μg total protein) for each condition. Given the goal of quantifying tyrosine phosphorylation in primary cells from this limited amount of sample, we applied nanoflow (5–10 nL/min) ESI–LC–MS/MS using a ~1 μm i.d. tip diameter to enhance sensitivity for these analyses.

Naïve CD4+ T cells were isolated from peripheral lymph nodes by negative magnetic selection (i.e., using antibodies that bound to cells other than the desired CD4+ cells) to avoid possible interfering signals from antibodies bound to the CD4 coreceptor. The depleting cocktail included antibodies to CD69 and CD25 to deplete preactivated or regulatory cells. Purity of the resulting CD4+ T cell preparations was assessed by flow cytometry (routinely >97% purity), and essentially all were CD62L+, indicating naïve status (Figure 1b). Isolated CD4+ T cells were stimulated with anti-CD3 for 5 min, and immediately lysed. Cell lysates were digested with trypsin, and the resulting peptides were labeled with one of the four isoforms of the iTRAQ reagent (one for each of the four different conditions). The labeled extracts were combined, and phosphotyrosine peptides were enriched sequentially by immunoprecipitation with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody and by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) before LC–MS/MS analysis. The identification of the peptide sequence from each of the four MS/MS spectra were performed using ProQuant and MASCOT against a rodent protein database (NCBI). Identified phosphorylated peptides were manually validated by checking the MS/MS spectra for unassigned ions with greater than 10% abundance (relative to base peak in the MS/MS spectrum), contamination within the isolation window, and for the position of the phosphorylation site (Supplemental Figure 1, Supporting Information). Phosphopeptides were quantified across the four different conditions and the blots were exposed to X-ray XAR film (Kodak). For positive and negative controls of TXK immunoprecipitation, 293FT cells transfected with TXK-IRES-GFP MIG vector or empty vector were used.

Results

Identification and Quantification of Tyrosine Phosphorylation in CD4+ T Cells from NOD and B6g7 Mice. To determine the influence of genetic differences between the diabetes-susceptible NOD mice and diabetes-resistant C57Bl/6.129SvEv (B6g7) congenic mice on the TCR signaling network, tyrosine phosphorylation sites were quantified in primary CD4+ T cells from both NOD and B6g7 mice, in resting state and after TCR triggering. We chose activation by cross-linking of bound anti-CD3 antibody, which allows a virtually synchronous activation of all cells in the sample, and a short readout time (5 min), a time at which early steps of the signaling cascades are optimally activated. This experimental strategy resulted in four samples (baseline and activated for NOD and B6g7 cells). Control samples were treated in the same manner, but without antiCD3 antibody. Stable isotope (iTRAQ) labeling of cell lysates was used to compare these four samples in the same LC–MS/MS run analysis, schematically represented in Figure 1. One major challenge in this analysis was the limited sample size (~2 × 10^7 cells, corresponding to ~400 μg total protein) for each condition. Given the goal of quantifying tyrosine phosphorylation in primary cells from this limited amount of sample, we applied nanoflow (5–10 nL/min) ESI–LC–MS/MS using a ~1 μm i.d. tip diameter to enhance sensitivity for these analyses.

Naïve CD4+ T cells were isolated from peripheral lymph nodes by negative magnetic selection (i.e., using antibodies that bound to cells other than the desired CD4+ cells) to avoid possible interfering signals from antibodies bound to the CD4 coreceptor. The depleting cocktail included antibodies to CD69 and CD25 to deplete preactivated or regulatory cells. Purity of the resulting CD4+ T cell preparations was assessed by flow cytometry (routinely >97% purity), and essentially all were CD62L+, indicating naïve status (Figure 1b). Isolated CD4+ T cells were stimulated with anti-CD3 for 5 min, and immediately lysed. Cell lysates were digested with trypsin, and the resulting peptides were labeled with one of the four isoforms of the iTRAQ reagent (one for each of the four different conditions). The labeled extracts were combined, and phosphotyrosine peptides were enriched sequentially by immunoprecipitation with anti-phosphotyrosine antibody and by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) before LC–MS/MS analysis. The identification of the peptide sequence from each of the four MS/MS spectra were performed using ProQuant and MASCOT against a rodent protein database (NCBI). Identified phosphorylated peptides were manually validated by checking the MS/MS spectra for unassigned ions with greater than 10% abundance (relative to base peak in the MS/MS spectrum), contamination within the isolation window, and for the position of the phosphorylation site (Supplemental Figure 1, Supporting Information). Phosphopeptides were quantified across the four different conditions and the blots were exposed to X-ray XAR film (Kodak). For positive and negative controls of TXK immunoprecipitation, 293FT cells transfected with TXK-IRES-GFP MIG vector or empty vector were used.
condition relative to the total value of nonphosphorylated peptides in the supernatant of the immunoprecipitation step.

Three independent experiments were performed in this manner, which from approximately 2000 spectra altogether identified 77 tyrosine-phosphorylated peptides in 54 different proteins, providing a broad perspective of signaling pathways downstream of T cell receptor stimulation (the complete data are presented in Supplementary Table 1, Supporting Information). These included 10 of the 12 known immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) sites on the CD3 subunits of the TCR complex. We also detected proteins known to be directly connected to the response to TCR stimulation, ZAP-70 (pY290 and pY491) and LCK (pY192, pY505 and likely pY394 (the tryptic peptide containing pY394 (LIEDNEpYTAR) could not be unambiguously assigned to LCK, SRC, FYN or YES because its sequence is identical among these Src kinase family members)). Downstream of ZAP-70 and LCK, several other protein kinases were identified, including TXK (pY91, pY148,
and pY420), PI3K (pY420), as well as several phosphatases: PTPN6 (aka SHP1) (pY536), PTPN11 (aka SHP2) (pY62), and PTPRA (pY825). In addition, phosphopeptides were identified in downstream signaling proteins such as PLC-γ (pY771), WASP (pY293) and SLAP-130 (pY559) as well as nuclear proteins like Histone-4 (H4 pY170) and GSK3 (pY279). In addition, of the 77 phosphopeptides observed, only 3 phosphopeptides were observed that were not found in current phosphopeptide databases (KIAA1462 pY320, LIME1 pY207, and TXK pY214), suggesting that, at least at this level of sensitivity, we may be approaching the full spectrum of phosphotyrosine peptides linked to TCR signaling in naïve T lymphocytes.

Tyrosine Phosphorylation Differentially Regulated in CD4+ T Cells from NOD or B6g7. Among the 77 tyrosine phosphorylation sites identified, 35 peptides were detected in at least two separate experiments, and we focused on these phosphopeptides for which quantification was deemed more reliable. Clustering tools showed that they could be grouped into three categories (Figure 2; values were normalized, for each phosphopeptide, to the mean value of the 4 conditions (unstimulated, stimulated; NOD and B6g7 mice) for each of the peptide. Heatmap color gradient varies from low (blue) to high (red) tyrosine phosphorylation. * The tryptic peptide containing pY394 could not be unambiguously assigned to LCK, SRC, FYN or YES because its sequence is identical among these Src kinase family members.

Figure 2. Heatmap and graphical clustering analysis of phosphorysotyrosine sites in unstimulated and stimulated CD4+ T cells from NOD and B6g7 mice. Clusters were classified into three major different categories: I. increased phosphorylation, II. decreased phosphorylation in both NOD and B6g7 upon treatment with anti-CD3 antibody, and III. peptides with minimal change during activation. Values in the table are normalized row-wise by the mean of all four conditions (unstimulated, stimulated; NOD and B6g7 mice) for each of the peptide. Heatmap color gradient varies from low (blue) to high (red) tyrosine phosphorylation. * The tryptic peptide containing pY394 could not be unambiguously assigned to LCK, SRC, FYN or YES because its sequence is identical among these Src kinase family members.
peptides from PAG1 (aka CBP) pY224, and LY9 (aka SLAMf3) pY625. In T cells, PAG1 is involved in the negative regulation of T-cell activation by inactivation of Src-family kinases via its association with CSK, and the inhibitory effect of PAG1 on T-cell activation is dependent on its tyrosine phosphorylation.30-32 PAG1-Y224 is dephosphorylated upon stimulation, presumably relieving this inhibition. Finally, the third group of peptides showed little or no change during activation, either unrelated to TCR signaling or because affected only later in the process, and not yet activated at the five-minute time point.

Although the profiles were generally similar in CD4\(^+\) T cells from NOD or B6g7 mice, some quantitative differences were present, reflected in the color scheme of Figure 2 or by off-diagonal points in Figure 3. For instance, the patterns were quantitatively different for activation phosphopeptides CD5-pY452 or ZAP-70-pY491 or for the downregulated phosphorylation of LY9-Y625. To better analyze these differences, the NOD/B6g7 ratio for each tyrosine phosphopeptide was calculated for stimulated and unstimulated cells and plotted according to ranking of the mean NOD/B6g7 ratio (Figure 4). This analysis showed several tyrosine phosphorylation sites from several proteins to be differentially regulated in these two strains, and this was generally consistent in biological replicates, particularly for the more extreme deviations. For stimulated cells (Figure 4a), tyrosine phosphorylation in NOD CD4\(^+\) T cells was overall higher than in B6g7 CD4\(^+\) T cells, with 26 of the 36 phosphopeptides featuring a mean NOD/B6g7 ratio above 1. Several peptides also stood out at the extreme of the distribution: in particular, tyrosine phosphorylation sites at CD5-pY452, PAG1-pY224 and three different phosphotyrosines in the kinase TXK (pY91, pY148 and pY420) had the highest phosphorylation levels in NOD relative to B6g7 T cells. At the other extreme, ZAP-70-pY491, DOCK2-pY212 and SLAP-130-pY559 presented higher phosphorylation levels in T cells from B6g7 mice compared to NOD. The higher levels of TXK or CD5-pY452 phosphopeptides in stimulated NOD T cells might result from a higher responsiveness, or from higher baseline levels. Examination of the profile in unstimulated cells (Figure 4b) showed that TXK phosphopeptides were already over-represented prior to TCR engagement, thus reflecting a difference in baseline levels rather than inducibility (which is modest for these phosphorylation sites in any case - Figure 3). In contrast, the CD5-pY452 phosphopeptide was actually under-represented in resting NOD cells, and thus it is a stronger response to TCR engagement that leads to greater phosphorylation in stimulated NOD T cells relative to stimulated B6g7 T cells.

Although these trends appeared generally reproducible, particularly for the more extreme deviations, it was important to ascertain the statistical significance of the conclusions. These experiments with primary cells exhibited significantly more variation in phosphopeptide composition than experiments run in the same time period in our laboratory with tissue culture cells (data not shown). As would be expected from the distribution of the data points in Figure 4A, none of the differences between NOD and B6g7 for individual phosphopeptides were statistically significant when their relative abundance was compared individually by a Student’s t-test, particularly when an appropriate Bonferroni correction for multiple sampling was applied. Rather than estimating the significance of individual points, however, it was important to estimate the significance of the global deviations we observe, which was performed with a data permutation strategy. Simulated data sets were generated under the null hypothesis that all differences observed between NOD and B6g7 for individual phosphopeptides were statistically significant when their relative abundance was compared individually by a Student’s t-test, particularly when an appropriate Bonferroni correction for multiple sampling was applied. Rather than estimating the significance of individual points, however, it was important to estimate the significance of the global deviations we observe, which was performed with a data permutation strategy. Simulated data sets were generated under the null hypothesis that all differences observed between NOD and B6g7 for individual phosphopeptides were merely random fluctuations around a common mean; this mean and its variance were calculated for each phosphopeptide, and 1000 iterations of the same experimental design (3 replicates, same distribution of missing values) were simulated computationally by random number generation following a normal distribution with these means and variances. The NOD vs B6g7 differences were tabulated in these simulated data sets. As expected, some differences were found for individual phosphopeptides in the
Figure 4. Comparison of tyrosine-phosphorylation in peripheral CD4+ T cells from diabetes-susceptible NOD vs -resistant B6g7 mice (a) stimulated or (b) unstimulated with anti-CD3 antibody. Proteins plotted by order of the mean of NOD (N) over B6g7 (B) ratio. Different colors represent different experiments. Protein tyrosine-phosphorylation sites are represented by Y-position of phosphorylation.
simulated data sets, but in only 7 of 1000 permutations did we observe as many concordant deviations (>1.4-fold in either direction), with an average of 1.48 deviations per simulated data set, vs 5 in the real data set. This analysis thus confirms that the differential profiles we observed denote statistically significant differences in responses between CD4+ T cells from NOD and B6g7 mice.

Given the presence of several overly abundant TXK phosphopeptides in NOD CD4+ T cells, it seemed plausible that the difference might reflect a different level of TXK protein. To verify this point, total TXK protein was quantitated by immunoblotting in extracts of B6g7 and NOD CD4+ T cells. This analysis showed no significant difference in TXK protein expression between the two strains (Figure 5). Similarly, microarray analysis of splenic CD4+ T cells from B6g7 and NOD also showed no difference in the corresponding mRNA (H. Suwanai, personal communication). This result indicated that phosphorylation differences observed in NOD vs B6g7 were not due to overall quantity of the protein but instead are indicative of altered phosphorylation stoichiometry between the strains.

To help in the identification of TCR signaling pathways that might be differentially activated in NOD and B6g7 CD4+ T cells, the comparative abundance in stimulated cells is represented graphically in Figure 6, overlaid on the connectivity map of molecules downstream from the TCR (recompiled data from KEGG Pathway database and refs 33 and 34). The differential phosphorylation observed in activated NOD CD4+ T cells did not bring forth any immediately obvious pathway, as the corresponding proteins mapped to different areas of the schema.

Discussion

The susceptibility of NOD mice to autoimmune diabetes originates from several mechanistic levels (defective T cell tolerance induction in the thymus, over-reactive T cells in the periphery, deficient control of the autoreactive effector T cells by Treg cells) all of which could potentially be ascribed to biased signaling downstream from the TCR. The work presented here quantified the tyrosine phosphoproteome of T cell signaling pathways in NOD relative to B6g7 mice, with the goal of defining the key differences in signaling between these two strains. We used a mass spectrometry strategy using iTRAQ labeling of phosphopeptides, initially developed by our laboratory to elucidate tyrosine phosphorylation signaling networks in human HMEC and Jurkat cell lines, to quantitatively measure protein tyrosine phosphorylation in primary CD4+ T cells from NOD and B6g7 mice. To our knowledge, this is the first application of tyrosine phosphoproteome screening to primary T cells and to the comparative analysis of genetic variants.

Overall, 77 different tyrosine phosphorylation sites in 54 different proteins were identified in CD4+ T cells, these sites were quantified in both the unstimulated cells and in those cells stimulated with anti-CD3 antibody. Several of the phosphorylation sites are homologous to previously reported phosphopeptides in the human Jurkat cell line (Supplemental Table 1, Supporting Information), reinforcing the confidence that we are indeed observing significant peptides. Indeed, the response pattern of several phosphorylation sites in the Jurkat cell line, including those on CD3 family members and ZAP-70, were similar compared to our observations in primary CD4+ T cells. In addition, the phosphoproteins identified in the current analysis include all the “usual suspects” of TCR-initiated signaling pathways.

The phosphopeptides presenting the highest induction upon stimulation in control B6g7 cells belong to ZAP-70, which is perhaps not surprising since this molecule is at the very apex of the TCR signaling cascade. Y290 (corresponding to position Y292 in human ZAP-70) is located at the interdomain B and was reported as tied to negative feedback, possibly by promoting ligand-induced TCR internalization.36 Y491 is located in the putative regulatory loop of ZAP-70 kinase domain and a Y > F mutation in the Jurkat cell line (corresponding to position pY492 in human) inhibited TCR-induced activation of NFAT by interfering with both intracellular calcium increase and Ras-regulated activation of Erk pathway kinases.37 Interestingly, ZAP-70-pY491 is one of the exceptions whose phosphorylation decreases in NOD T cells relative to B6g7 (Figure 2), unlike pY290, which responds equivalently in both strains. One might speculate that pY491 reflects biased signaling in NOD cells, although the origin and specific effect of this decreased phosphorylation remains to be elucidated.

Overall, however, we observed a higher level of tyrosine phosphorylation for a majority of phosphopeptides in NOD T cells, which is consistent with the over-reactivity of NOD CD4+ T cells observed upon in vitro stimulation.35 Our data also highlight tyrosine phosphorylation at three sites of the TXK kinase. TXK is a member of the Tec kinase family which is comprised of TXK, TEC, and ITK. The exact biological role of the TXK kinase and functional significance of the identified phosphorylation sites are not well-known. Current data suggests partial redundancy between Tec family kinases in modulating and amplifying the efficiency of signal transduction downstream from the TCR. Specifically, mutation of TXK does not prevent T cell development nor block TCR signaling but instead reduces TCR signaling in a manner that can alter thymocyte development and mature T cell differentiation and function.34 Kashiwakura and colleagues,38 showed that Y91 of TXK is an autophosphorylation site, important for the promotion of IFN-gamma synthesis, suggesting that phosphorylation of Y91 plays a positive regulatory role in TXK function. Phosphorylation at Y420 was identified as a transphosphorylation substrate for FYN,39 but the other sites have yet to be characterized. The origin and significance of increased phosphorylation of TXK in NOD T cells relative to B6g7 T cells remains to be elucidated, but it is interesting to note that all three sites show the same bias, suggesting that they might be phosphorylated by the same kinase complex.

Figure 5. (a) One dimension Western blotting analysis with anti-TXK antibody (1:1000) of B6g7 and NOD CD4+ T cell lysates and positive (+) and negative (−) controls (lysates of 293FT cell lines expressing or not TXK protein, respectively). Arrows show the two isoforms present in the mouse cell lysate. (b) Densitometry quantification of the bands in B6g7 and NOD. Both 52 and 57 kDa were merged.
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Overall, 77 different tyrosine phosphorylation sites in 54 different proteins were identified in CD4+ T cells, these sites were quantified in both the unstimulated cells and in those cells stimulated with anti-CD3 antibody. Several of the phosphorylation sites are homologous to previously reported phosphopeptides in the human Jurkat cell line (Supplemental Table 1, Supporting Information), reinforcing the confidence that we are indeed observing significant peptides. Indeed, the response pattern of several phosphorylation sites in the Jurkat cell line, including those on CD3 family members and ZAP-70, were similar compared to our observations in primary CD4+ T cells. In addition, the phosphoproteins identified in the current analysis include all the “usual suspects” of TCR-initiated signaling pathways.

The phosphopeptides presenting the highest induction upon stimulation in control B6g7 cells belong to ZAP-70, which is perhaps not surprising since this molecule is at the very apex of the TCR signaling cascade. Y290 (corresponding to position Y292 in human ZAP-70) is located at the interdomain B and was reported as tied to negative feedback, possibly by promoting ligand-induced TCR internalization.36 Y491 is located in the putative regulatory loop of ZAP-70 kinase domain and a Y > F mutation in the Jurkat cell line (corresponding to position pY492 in human) inhibited TCR-induced activation of NFAT by interfering with both intracellular calcium increase and Ras-regulated activation of Erk pathway kinases.37 Interestingly, ZAP-70-pY491 is one of the exceptions whose phosphorylation decreases in NOD T cells relative to B6g7 (Figure 2), unlike pY290, which responds equivalently in both strains. One might speculate that pY491 reflects biased signaling in NOD cells, although the origin and specific effect of this decreased phosphorylation remains to be elucidated.

Overall, however, we observed a higher level of tyrosine phosphorylation for a majority of phosphopeptides in NOD T cells, which is consistent with the over-reactivity of NOD CD4+ T cells observed upon in vitro stimulation.35 Our data also highlight tyrosine phosphorylation at three sites of the TXK kinase. TXK is a member of the Tec kinase family which is comprised of TXK, TEC, and ITK. The exact biological role of the TXK kinase and functional significance of the identified phosphorylation sites are not well-known. Current data suggests partial redundancy between Tec family kinases in modulating and amplifying the efficiency of signal transduction downstream from the TCR. Specifically, mutation of TXK does not prevent T cell development nor block TCR signaling but instead reduces TCR signaling in a manner that can alter thymocyte development and mature T cell differentiation and function.34 Kashiwakura and colleagues,38 showed that Y91 of TXK is an autophosphorylation site, important for the promotion of IFN-gamma synthesis, suggesting that phosphorylation of Y91 plays a positive regulatory role in TXK function. Phosphorylation at Y420 was identified as a transphosphorylation substrate for FYN,39 but the other sites have yet to be characterized. The origin and significance of increased phosphorylation of TXK in NOD T cells relative to B6g7 T cells remains to be elucidated, but it is interesting to note that all three sites show the same bias, suggesting that they might be phosphorylated by the same kinase complex.
Several proteins demonstrated decreased phosphorylation in NOD compared to B6g7, including ZAP-70-Y491, DOCK2-Y212, and SLAP-130-Y559. DOCK2 is an adaptor protein, a member of the hematopoietic cell-specific CDM family that is essential for lymphocyte chemotaxis; it plays a role in TCR-induced activation of Rac2 and IL-2 transcription, at least in part through interactions with RAC, CRKL, and CD3-zeta.40 SLAP-130 (aka FYB) is an adapter protein for FYN and SLP76 in T cells.41,42 TCR ligation leads to slightly increased tyrosine phosphorylation of SLAP-130 at Y559, and this phosphorylation event allows SLAP-130 to dampen SLP76 activity; yet this does not happen in NOD T cells, where SLAP-130 phosphorylation at Y559 is slightly decreased, possibly contributing to over-reactiveness of NOD T cells.

In summary, by using mass spectrometry analysis to precisely quantify the differences in the dynamics of the phosphorylation in the T cell signaling events, we were able to identify several tyrosine phosphorylation events that have increased phosphorylation in stimulated NOD CD4⁺ T cells compared to B6g7 cells. Differences in the ratio of the characterized phosphorylation sites were not very high, which explains why we were unable to detect remarkable differences in tyrosine phosphorylation in NOD vs B6g7 mice by conventional biochemical analyses. The heightened level of basal activation of the signaling network in NOD T cells might unbalance the response to TCR stimulation, thereby contributing to their over-reactivity. We can hypothesize that slight modifications in several phosphorylation events of the T cell signaling pathway in NOD T cells, at baseline and after stimulation, as well as their lower responsiveness at several inhibitory sites, might contribute to a final over-responsiveness of the Teff cells.

Abbreviations: NOD, nonobese diabetic; T1D, type 1 diabetes; TCR, T cell receptor; Teff, T effector cells; Treg, T regulatory cells; Ag, antigen.
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Supporting Information Available: Supplementary Figure 1. Manually verified MS/MS spectra of each phosphopeptide identified from the CD4⁺ T cells reported in this article. Serine, Threonine and Tyrosine phosphorylated amino acids were indicated as B, O and Z or pS, pT or pY, respectively. -NH2
side chain iTRAQ labeled Lysine was indicated as J. Supplementary Table 1. Protein list of tyrosine phosphorylation sites identified and quantified derived from unstimulated and stimulated CD4+ T cell lysate from diabetes-prone NOD and -resistant B6g7 mice in three independent experiments. Twenty million CD4+ T cells isolated from subcutaneous lymph nodes for each of the conditions were used. Values correspond to relative areas in each peptide normalized to the nonphosphorylated peptides. Most values correspond to the area-under-the-curve directly obtained from the ProQuant data analyzer. In a few cases, these ProQuant values were deemed not reliable because of the existence of a prepeak at 116.07 amu, which ProQuant could not distinguish from the main iTRAQ peak at 116.1 amu; for those cases, the area was measured manually because of the existence of a prepeak at 116.07 amu, which ProQuant could not distinguish from the main iTRAQ peak at 116.1 amu; for those cases, the area was measured manually. **Corresponds to novel tyrosine phosphorylation sites not identified in current phosphopeptide databases.** The tryptic peptide containing pY394 (LIEDNEpYTAR) could not be unambiguously assigned to LCK, SRC, FYN or YES because its sequence is identical among these Src kinase family members. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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